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Magneti eld driven super ondu tor { insulator transition in amorphous InOx
lm was studied down to 32 mK at di erent arrier on entrations. It was found that transitions exist both in the eld normal to the lm and parallel to it. Apparent di eren e between
them is only in the values of riti al magneti elds. This nding ontradi ts to widely
adopted two-dimensional theory of transition and requires to 3D approa h.
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The magneti eld indu ed super ondu tor{insulator transition (SIT), the transformation of the super ondu ting thin lm under magneti eld into insulating state,
was observed in a few systems in luding amorphous InOx lms [1℄, MoGe lms [2℄
and MoSi lms [3, 4℄. The theory of the phenomenon introdu ed by M.Fisher [5℄ is
based on the boson (ele tron pair) { vortex duality in dirty two-dimensional super ondu tors. At low magneti eld and temperature below Berezinsky{Kostelitz{Thauless
transition bosons are delo alized, vorti es lo alized and the lm is super ondu ting.
Be ause of duality pi ture ips at a riti al eld B | bosons be ome lo alized and
vorti es delo alized whi h results in in nitely high resistan e, i.e. insulating state
of the lm. The transition from super ondu ting phase into insulating is essentially
quantum in nature, i.e. it is not governed by the temperature but by another parameter, in this ase by the magneti eld. (For review on quantum phase transitions see
[6℄.) A ording to the s aling theory of the phase transitions, the properties of the
system are ontrolled by orrelation length  , diverging at transition point
 = jB B j  = ÆB  ;
(1)
where  is the riti al index. The temperature dependen es of the lm resistan e are
predi ted to be a fun tion of the s aling variable u = ÆB =T 1=z
B B 
R=R f
;
(2)
T 1=z
where z is dynami riti al index. The f (u) is diverging as u ! +1, goes to zero
as u ! 1 and f (0) = 1 [5℄. As a result set of resistan e{vs{temperature RB (T )
urves at di erent magneti elds around B obtains hara teristi fan-like stru ture
and isotherms RT (B ) has ommon interse tion point (BC ; RC ). This feature along
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States near the zero eld SIT. a) Magneti eld normal to the lm, room = 3 4 k .
b) Field parallel to the lm, room = 3 47 k .
Fig. 1
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with ollapse of resistan e on a single urve when plotted against s aling variable u is
onsidered to be the main eviden e of a SIT.
The purpose of this work was further investigation of eld indu ed SIT and its
evolution with variation of arrier density.
The experiments were performed on 200 
A thi k amorphous InOx lms. We have
studied several lms whi h exhibited very similar properties, but all results presented
here are obtained on one and the same lm.
InOx is very onvenient material for the studying of SIT. By hanging the oxygen
ontent one an over the range from a metalli super ondu ting material to an insulator with a tivated ondu tan e [7℄. To in rease arriers density and enhan e the
super ondu ting properties of our lm we used heating in va uum at a temperature
from the interval 70 { 110ÆC. To shift the sample properties in the opposite dire tion
we made exposure to air at room temperature. (Details an be found in Ref. [8℄.) State
of the lm an be onveniently hara terized by resistan e at the room temperature
RR . Zero eld SIT o urs in our lms approximately at RR = 3:6 k .
The low-temperature measurements were arried out by a four-terminal lo k-in
te hnique at a frequen y of 10 Hz in a Oxford TLM-400 dilution refrigerator in the
temperature interval 1.2K { 30 mK. The sample resistan e R(T; B ) was studied as
fun tion of B at xed T . The a urrent was equal to 1 nA and orresponded to the
linear regime of response. The aspe t ratio of the samples was lose to one.
First, we made sure we are able to reprodu e results of previous studies. In the
state with RR = 3:4 k we applied magneti eld normal to the lm and obtained
lassi al pi ture of eld indu ed SIT (Fig. 1a) with distin t riti al point at B = 2 T
and with R = 7 k . Above this point resistan e in reased rapidly on de reasing of
the temperature indi ating insulating state. Around maximum it follows a tivating
law. De rease of the resistan e at high magneti elds should be apparently onne ted
to disso iating of ele troni pairs. We were able to s ale data around riti al point
a ording to (2) and get riti al index z = 1:18 in good agreement with previous
results [1, 2℄.
For the lm shifted further into super ondu ting region, with resistan e RR redu ed
to 3.0 k overall pi ture seemed to be preserved (Fig. 2a), but all parti ular features
were lost. There were no more ommon interse tion point | every pair of isotherms,
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Fig. 2 States far from zero eld SIT. a) Magneti
eld normal to the lm, R = 3 0 k . b)
Field parallel to the lm, R = 3 2 k .
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Fig. 3

Criti al elds as fun tion of resistan e at the room temperature.

even at the lowest temperatures has its own one. The resistan e around maximum
be ame mu h less and in reased slowly asting doubt on identifying it as a insulator.
Evidently data did not satisfy (2).
The phenomena an be in prin iple in orporated into framework of Fisher model
by supposing, as rst suggested in [2℄, a se ond ondu tion hannel, whi h depends
slowly on temperature. It would redu e maximum resistan e of the system and provide
a temperature dependen e to the riti al resistan e R in (2). This me hanism should
be more e e tive in more super ondu ting state. A likely andidate seems to be
ele trons depaired by magneti eld, be ause (i) they ertainly exist at high enough
eld and (ii) the deeper is lm in super ondu ting region, the higher is the riti al
magneti eld.
Be ause of supposed temperature dependen e of R and absen e of an evident
riti al point one should have independent way to determine B . As an insulator should
has in nite resistan e at zero temperature and super ondu tor | zero resistan e,
we suggest the sign of se ond derivative at low temperatures as a riterium. At B
resistan e vs. temperature urve would be straight line in low temperature limit. We
did observe su h behavior and were able, after a ounting for R (T ), obtain s aling of
data with pra ti ally the same riti al index z = 1:2.
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Our lms are thi k; their thi kness is omparable and even greater then super ondu ting oheren e length, estimated to be 80{150
A. But we still observe good SIT
pi ture. More over, SIT observation were reported for the lms as thi k as 1000
A[4℄,
and for theory [5℄ dimensionality is of ru ial importan e. So it was interesting to
probe signi an e of two-dimensional nature of the sample. In order to do this we
apply magneti eld parallel (with a ura y  1o) to the lm. Surprisingly, we found
that we were able to obtain the same phenomena in parallel eld too. It is illustrated
by right (b) parts of Figs. 1,2, where isotherms for the parallel eld are presented. The
states were pi ked to be lose in resistan e values and behavior to the left side of the
pi ture. (Unfortunately, it was te hni ally impossible to study the same state both in
normal and parallel eld.) It an be easily seen that left and right sides of the gures
are very lose to ea h other in all, but values of riti al eld. It is possible to make a
s aling analysis for data from the Fig. 1b whi h gives the riti al index z = 1:3, lose
to that in the normal eld. Temperature dependen e of the resistan e at maximum is
a tivating, i.e. lm is an insulator at this point. More over, omparison of Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2 shows that evolution of the resistan e with hanging lm state are also very
similar in the parallel eld. It diminishes maximum resistan e value and eliminate
ommon interse tion point right in the same way as in ase of normal eld. On e
again, the only di eren e is B values. The dependen e of B on room temperature
resistan e is shown on Fig. 3. Evidently, there ould not be any eld indu ed SIT
in non-super ondu ting lm and a ording to this B for the normal eld turns to
zero near zero eld SIT. The very intriguing is that B for parallel eld don't, i.e.
dis ontinuity must be expe ted.
In on lusion, we report observation of transition from the super ondu ting to the
insulating state under the magneti eld parallel to the lm. The Fisher's model is
not appli able to the ase be ause no boson{vortex duality exists. But its per eptible features | ommon rossing point, s aling a ording (2) | are not due to this
parti ular model but are typi al to a ontinuous quantum phase transition. So, we
have observed quantum phase transition from super ondu tor into insulator tuned by
magneti eld whi h required three-dimensional s enario.
The lms were kindly presented by A. Frydman and Z. Ovadyahu from Jerusalem University.
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